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As we wind up this first Atlas
season, it’s time to have a look
at some early results. As I write,
we have nearly 550 registered
atlassers compared to a total of
about 1100 that registered
during the entire course of the
first Atlas. We can be proud of
this! Also, with the help of the
data summary function on the
Atlas website (to which we all
have access) we can see data
records from 604 squares for
202 species, and we have 667
point counts under our belt. Of
course, it’s now the end of
September and the data have
only just started to come in (we
haven’t entered all of our own
data yet)! Soon, with the influx
of data that will arrive when
atlassers either enter data
themselves or pass their
hardcopy forms to the Regional
Coordinators for verification,
we’ll be able to really get a first
glimpse of what was ‘out there’
in 2006.
If you’re lucky enough to have
a home computer with Internet
access, you can enter your data
and generate a summary for

your favourite square! You’ll
quickly see a record of your
accomplishments and get ideas
for homework during upcoming
field seasons. Heck, it’s even
worth going to your public
library or CAP site to enter your
data. It’s really quite easy.
Complete instructions along
with answers to your questions
are
at
your
fingertips
(www.mba-aom.ca), not to
mention the Atlas toll free
hotline (1-866-5atlas5)!
Atlas staffers were busy in June
conducting training sessions in
various parts of all three
Maritime Provinces. In the
process, they also managed to
take care of some atlassing in
areas where you’d probably not
like to take your own vehicle…
Sure, there remains much to do
on the ground, but with the
experience gained this year, we
can look forward to increased
efficiency as well as possibly
some focus on certain harder-todetect species. Stay tuned for a
special Guide for Atlassing
Species at Risk to help us track
rare and declining species
What’s next? I’ll be joining the
owlers this coming winter, what
about you?

ATLASSER CHALLENGE:
Verifying the vireos…Redeyed, Philadelphia or Blueheaded?
By Emily McKinnon
It is a hot day in late June and
you are walking through a
forest. Most of the birds have
fallen silent by now, yet you
hear an enthusiastic song
echoing through the woods.
Who is putting all this energy
into song when all other birds
have given up? It’s a vireo, of
course! But wait a minute,
which vireo is it?
The Maritimes are home to
three common species of vireo:
Red-eyed,
Blue-headed
(formerly known as Solitary)
and Philadelphia. In the last
Atlas, and not to be forgotten,
the Warbling Vireo was also
recorded in 102 squares across
all three Maritimes provinces.
Still, Red-eyed Vireos were the
most numerous small songbird
recorded
in
broad-leafed
woodland during the last Atlas.
Blue-headed Vireos were also
quite common in all regions,
while Philadelphia Vireos were
mostly found in boreal forest in
northern parts of the Maritimes.
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So what is the problem with all these vireos? Like many species, they
are more often heard than seen and their songs are very similar. Novice
birders may even confuse the vireo’s song with that of the American
Robin. It is thought that Philadelphia Vireos in particular were underdetected in the last Atlas (mistakenly recorded as Red-Eyed Vireos).
Hopefully this article will give you some tools to boost your
identification confidence with these challenging species.

They have a pale yellowish
tinge to their underparts and no
wing bars. Philadelphia Vireos
always have more yellow on the
breast and throat and a bolder
face than the Warbling Vireo.
Song
Red-eyed
Vireos
and
Philadelphia Vireos have almost
identical songs. Vireo song
sounds like that of the
American Robin, only broken
into pieces. The broken, slurred
phrases of the vireos sound like
they are answering their own
questions: ‘Look at me! Who
are you? Here I am! Vee-reeoh?’

Red-Eyed Vireo

(Merv Cormier photo)

Plumage characteristics
The Red-eyed Vireo is the largest and the most conspicuous of the
vireos in the Maritimes. Adults have a grey or blue-grey crown which
contrasts with an olive-coloured back. Black and white eyebrow stripes
highlight the namesake red eyes.
Philadelphia Vireos, or “Phillies”, have similar plumage patterns to the
Red-eyed Vireo but are more softly coloured overall and lack the dark
lines framing the supercillium (eyebrow). They are also distinguished
by yellowish underparts, small body size and small bill.
Blue-headed Vireos are the only vireos with distinctive yellow-white
wingbars. They have a blue-grey head and cheeks with bold white
“spectacles”. Blue-headed Vireos have pure white underparts.

Philadelphia
Vireos
are
sometimes described as higher
pitched than Red-eyed Vireos,
with slower phrases. However,
in the field, without direct
comparison, they are very
difficult to differentiate!
Blue-headed vireos have the
same song pattern as Red-eyed
and Phillies, only they are
slower, slurrier (listen for the
distinctive slurred
‘chhurrrrweeeee’ note) and
more regular in their delivery.
Fortunately, at least one of the
vireos in the Maritimes is easily
distinguished by song. The
Warbling Vireo has a warbling,
complex song more reminiscent
of a Purple Finch than a Robin.

Warbling Vireos are most easily confused with Philadelphia Vireos.
They are drab grey overall, with a white eyebrow and greyish eyeline.
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Habitat
Often, habitat can give you
many clues about a bird’s
identity. Red-eyed Vireos breed
in deciduous and mixed
deciduous-coniferous
woods
with
lots
of
shrubby
undergrowth.
Philadelphia
Vireos also go for mixed
woods, but generally breed in
young, early succession areas,
particularly favouring birch,
aspen and ash trees. Blueheaded Vireos are more likely
to be found in coniferous
woods.
Warbling
Vireos
generally
prefer
mixed
deciduous woodland, often near
water.
After much practice, the songs
of Warbling Vireos and Blueheaded Vireos versus Redeyed/Philadelphia can be fairly
easy to distinguish. However,
many birders find that Red-eyed
Vireos and Philadelphia Vireos
are impossible to differentiate
by song. Thus, atlassers should
be cautious when assigning
vireo ID based on song alone.
There is broad variation in the
songs of all three vireo types
and even the best of us can be
fooled by those few birds whose
song may be slightly faster or
slurry than the rest of their
species. The best way to be sure
which vireo you are hearing is
to try and get a look at it!
Vireos will often respond to
recordings of vireo song or
‘pishing’ and may fly in close

enough for you get
binoculars on them.

your

WINTER ATLAS
ACTIVITIES
Winter is almost upon us, and
the next Atlas season may seem
very far away… but don’t
despair! There are lots of things
to do from now to winter to
keep up the Atlas spirit! Here
are a few options:
1.
Make sure all your
forms are complete.
All
breeding evidence observations
of rare species or breeding
colonies should be documented
on the Rare/Colonial Species
form. Check over your data
online to make sure there are no
mistakes.

4.
Look for used nests
(breeding evidence code NU).
Once the leaves are off the
trees, it makes nest searching
much
easier!
A
nest
identification book is helpful for
identifying common songbird
nests. If you find large raptor
nests, flag them and check back
later in the spring to see if they
are being used again.
5.
Go owling! Before you
know it, owls will start breeding
(late winter and early spring).
Join up with the Maritimes
Nocturnal Owl Survey (check
out http://www.bsceoc.org/regional/nbowls.html
for more info) or just take an
evening stroll around your
square.

2.
Learn your birdsongs!
Ask for a birdsong CD for
Christmas so you can practice
up and take on some point
counts or just improve your
birding abilities for the spring.
Stokes Field Guide to Bird
Songs: Eastern Region is a
comprehensive collection of
birdsong with different regional
dialects and call notes.
3.
Convince a friend to
participate! Share your love of
birds with a new birder, or
recruit an expert to join you in
the spring or take on their own
square.

Saw-Whet Owl (Kevin Fraser photo)
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REGION 27 REPORT
There are 101 Atlas squares in
Prince Edward Island, so
getting the region covered could
be a daunting proposition.
Nevertheless,
Regional
Coordinator David Seeler is
relatively pleased with the first
season of the Atlas on the
Island. He notes that not all of
the
2006
data have been entered yet, but
he has already made a few
observations. First, while 37
people registered for PEI, only
50 % of those registered
volunteered
to
assume
responsibility for an Atlas
square. As of now, four
atlassers have signed up to
oversee 4 or more squares each,
and overall 40 of the 101
squares
are
currently
"assigned". Ten of 25 priority
squares remain unclaimed.
A number of Atlas participants
are new to David, because they
have not signed up for other
activities in the past such as
maintaining winter bird lists or
sending
in
sightings
to
naturalists' newsletters. At the
same time, some people who
bird regularly have not yet
participated, and this has been a
concern. David still hopes to
get more members of the
birding community involved,
including visitors to the Island.
The season got off to a
modestly late start due to the
need for an orientation session.

On June 17th, Atlas training
staff Isabelle Robichaud and
Frederic Paillard conducted a
point count workshop for about
10 people, and this session
extended into practicing bird
identification and recording
data, wrapping up with the
discovery of yellow-rumped
warbler and osprey nests.

David Seeler

More training remains a priority
for David who is planning to
hold another Atlas workshop
this winter. He also hopes the
printing of a book of
topographic maps of PEI Atlas
squares (free to those who are
contributing data) will motivate
participants and make the
collection of square data and
casual observations go more
smoothly.
"It's exciting to watch the data
come in" says David. He is
expecting the 2007 season will
attract more atlas participants,
resulting in more squares

covered, with more great
records of breeding birds.
ATLAS QUICK TIPS!
Rare/Colonial Species forms
Many species are marked on
your breeding evidence form as
rare or colonial. For colonial
species, it is only if you find a
breeding colony, defined as 2 or
more nests or nesting pairs, that
you need to fill this out. For
example, if you see a Chimney
Swift flying overhead while you
are atlassing, this does not
require a Rare/Colonial Species
Form (unless the Chimney
Swift is a rare species in your
region!). However, if you see 6
Chimney Swifts entering and
exiting a large hollow tree while
atlassing, this is evidence of a
colony and you should fill out
the Rare/Colonial Species form.
Confirming Raptors – to CF or
not to CF?
Raptors often carry food for
themselves to eat. For example,
a Bald Eagle might take a dead
fish far from the riverbank
where it found it in order to lose
the pesky gulls or other animals
that might steal its meal.
Therefore, the code for carrying
food, CF, which is normally
confirmed breeding evidence, is
NOT a confirmation for raptors.
The only exception to this rule
is if you see a raptor carrying
food to a nest or fledglings, in
which case, you should use the
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codes AE (entering active nest)
or FY (fledged young) for the
confirmation.

memorable days was when we, accompanied by Steve Furino ( a
Region 5 Atlasser), hiked up one of the highest mountain in the
Maritimes, Mount Sagamook.

Helpful Bird Resources
Baicich and Harrison’s A Guide
to the Nests, Eggs and Nestlings
of North American Birds is a
very useful book that the Atlas
teams used this past season.
This book has information on
breeding behaviour including
timing of breeding, clutch size,
nest materials, etc. of all North
American Birds, along with
pictures of nests and drawings
of nestlings.
‘All About Birds’ - This is an
excellent website by the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology which has
general tips for identifying birds
plus lots of other interesting
birding stuff.
http://www.birds.cornell.edu/Al
lAboutBirds/birding123
NB MOUNTAIN
ADVENTURE
By Emily McKinnon
I grew up in a very flat county
in southern Ontario (birders
may recognize the name Point
Pelee, which is near where I
lived). When I had the chance
to head up to the mountains of
New Brunswick, I knew I
would be impressed. However,
the amazing birds and scenery
still took my breath away! Greg
Campbell (RC Region 5) and I
spent one month atlassing in the
remote, mountainous regions of
northern NB. One of my most

On top of Mount Sagamook

(Greg Campbell photo)

We set out at 4am after a quick cereal breakfast at our campsite in
Mount Carleton Provincial Park. It was dark, but already we could hear
Hermit and Swainson’s Thrushes starting their dawn chorus. The
morning was cool so we layered up and headed out for the hike. Greg
had warned Steve and I that this would be the steepest, and thus,
hardest, climb out of all the mountains in the park. I was already
nursing some quarter-sized blisters on my heels, so I was a bit nervous.
We set out in the light of our headlamps as the thrushes started to sing
in full force. Gradually more birds joined the chorus and the sun rose
behind us. I heard Nashville Warblers, Black-capped and Boreal
Chickadees, Ovenbirds and White-throated Sparrows. After about 30
minutes of climbing we stopped (me panting and sweating) to check out
the view and de-layer. The view was already spectacular! The sun was
rising just to our right and hitting the mountains across from us, making
them glow orange.
As we climbed higher and higher the path became almost
indistinguishable from the forest and I focused on following Greg’s feet
ahead of me. Near the top, the trees thinned a bit and the ground
became rockier. We heard Dark-eyed Juncos and Blackpoll Warblers.
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Then suddenly, Greg stopped.
He had heard something up
ahead, so we all strained our
ears up the mountain. That’s
when we heard it. The piercing
call note of the Bicknell’s
Thrush! We hiked onwards and

2. You keep binoculars and a
notebook in your desk at
work just in case you see.
birds from your window.
3. You have a tan-line on the
back of your neck from your
binoculars.
4. You regularly pull over to
check if that bird flying by
was carrying food.
5. You know what CF, FY, S,
H and X stand for.

Bicknells
photo)

Thrush

(Kevin

Fraser

upwards and as we got closer
the Bicknell’s began to sing. It
was low in one of the fir trees
growing in stunted dense
clumps which covered the
mountaintop. We carefully
moved closer over the rocks,
but alas, the Bicknell’s Thrush
lived up to its reputation and
stayed hidden in the dense fir!
Although we didn’t see the bird,
hearing the haunting Bicknell’s
song on that beautiful mountain
top was an Atlas experience I
don’t think any of us will
forget!
TOP 10 SIGNS THAT
YOU’RE AN ATLASSER
1. You hear a bird singing in
the background of your
favourite TV show and you
wonder if it’s in suitable
breeding habitat.

6. You buy a car with fourwheel drive so you can
access those hard to reach
habitats in your square.
7. You have the MBBA
hotline on speed-dial (1866-5atlas5).
8. Your CD player has a CD of
birdsong in it. And you
listen to it. A lot.
9. Vacations are now known as
‘Atlassing trips’.
10. You only respond to your
atlasser number, not your
name.
SHARE THESE 12 STEPS
WITH A FRIEND
1. Register (www.mba-aom.ca
or 1-866-5atlas5).
2. Read
the
Guide
Atlassers, look at
breeding codes.

for
the

3. Have a chat with your
Regional Coordinator, get
your maps (in person or
online).
4. Ahhh…, dawn coffee (birdfriendly shade-grown of
course!) on a sunny
spring/summer morning.
5. Decide which parts of the
square to visit with your
Atlas square map.
6. Walk, bicycle, (or, O.K.)
drive to the square.
7. Note the time of day you
turn your “bird radar” on
and officially start your
visit.
8. Observe birds in the square
and
record
breeding
evidence for each species
encountered.
9. Note the time you turn your
“bird radar” off. Subtract
the snooze you took near the
waterfall from the total visit
time.
10. Complete and double-check
your Atlas forms.
11. Once you confirm a species
as breeding you need not
look again for that species
during the five years in that
square.
12. Share your discoveries
when you get home!
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POINT COUNTING 101:
Getting started
By Emily McKinnon
Some atlassers have already
starting point counting this past
summer (way to go!), but to
many, point counts remain a
mystery. What are they? Who
does them? How do you do
them?
Point counts are used to
determine the abundance of
breeding species. A point
counter will stand and listen for
a pre-determined amount of
time, and record all the species
seen
and
heard.
This
information can give an
indication of how abundant
species are. For example, if at
10 randomly selected points, on
average two White-throated
Sparrows were recorded, this
tells us that White-throated
Sparrows are fairly abundant. In
contrast, if a Canada Warbler
was only heard on one of ten
point counts, then we can infer
that the Canada Warbler is not
an abundant species in this area.
Of
course,
there
are
disadvantages to point counts.
Birds that don’t sing (like most
females) or sing irregularly are
missed. Also, point counting
generally does not provide
abundance data for shorebirds
or seabirds. Many species are
difficult to identify by song or
call (see article on vireos!) and
others are simply hard to detect
at distance, such as the quiet

song of the Blackpoll Warbler.
Despite some unavoidable
problems, point counts still
provide invaluable information
about the abundance of
songbirds.
Point counts are used to
supplement
the
breeding
evidence obtained by regular
atlassing. Point counts require
birders to identify birds by
song. However, there is no
need to be discouraged if you
are not an expert at birdsong.
Since this is a 5-year project,
Atlassers are encouraged to
learn songs and calls in the first
couple of years and when they
feel ready, tackle some point
counting after that. Of course,
point counting for the Atlas is
completely optional, and it does
not in any way take away from
the importance of atlassing for
breeding evidence.
If you
decide not to do point counts in
your square, your Regional
Coordinator or Atlas staff will
arrange for someone to do them
during the 5-year period.
For the Maritimes Breeding
Bird Atlas, point counts are
randomly
selected,
predesignated points marked on
your square map. Point counts
should start with the first 15
points listed, replacing any
inappropriate points with the
next
in
succession.
For
example, if point #8 was located
near a noisy brook, the next
point on the list, #16, should be
added in its place. It is

important to do the first 15
points if possible (although you
can do them in any order), so as
to avoid biasing the data to one
particular, easy-to-access area,
which may not be representative
of the habitat in the square.
Point counts can also be done
off-road. These counts should
be specified on the Point Count
form as ‘off-road’ and the
habitat codes should be filled in,
as described in the Guide for
Participants. Off-road point
counts are good if the
designated points on the square
map are not representative of all
the habitats in the square. If you
notice there are lots of bogs in
your square, yet all the point
counts are in coniferous woods,
then a point count in a bog
would be highly useful.
Atlas point count protocol
involves silently listening and
recording all species (and
numbers of individuals of each
species) seen and heard during a
5-minute period onto a Point
Count Form, which you can
pick up from your RC. Point
counts take place during the
month of June, anytime
between a half-hour before
sunrise to 5 hours after. This is
peak singing time for most
breeding songbirds in the
Maritimes.
This past season, the Atlas hired
three teams to head out and
point count in some remote
areas (i.e. areas in north-central
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NB, northern Cape Breton, southwest Nova Scotia). Hopefully more
volunteer atlassers will add to the point count data for this Atlas in the
coming years. It is essential to submit point count data only once you
are confident in the techniques and the data entry procedures.

work searching for Ovenbird

Greg With Bird in Hand

Steve Gullage, Fred Paillard and Isabelle Robichaud Learn Point Counting

It may seem intimidating, but once you have learned your birdsong,
point counting is a piece of cake! Many birders find they truly enjoy the
challenge of identifying birds by song when point counting. And as a
bonus, your own birding experiences will be enriched when you can
recognize birds by song.
Stay tuned for point count workshops in we hope to offer this spring!
MEET THE REGIONAL COORDINATORS
Greg Campbell, RC Region 5, Monts Christmas Mountains

and
Black-throated
Blue
Warbler nests. Greg then found
his calling at Bird Studies
Canada, where he has run the
High
Elevation
Landbird
Program (HELP) for the past 3
years and helped with many
other projects including the
Maritimes
Nocturnal
Owl
Survey and the Maritimes
Beached Bird Survey. Recently,
Greg decided to take on RC
duties
for
the
literally
unpopulated Region 5 in the
Central highlands of New
Brunswick, since he knows that
area well from HELP surveys.
Greg
loves
hiking
up
ridiculously steep mountains,
wearing army pants and the
song of Fox Sparrows.

Born in Campbellton, NB, Greg began to appreciate nature as a young
child growing up in Rexton, NB. Years spent enjoying wildlife at his
family’s home and cottage inspired him to enroll at the University of
Moncton to study biology. After completing his degree, Greg did field
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WE’D LIKE TO HEAR
FROM YOU
The Atlas newsletter is a great
forum to share your most
memorable Atlas experiences.
Send us a short (up to 2 pages)
account
of
your
most
funny/exciting/scary
Atlas
moment and we’ll put it in our
next newsletter! You can also
send in Atlas tips, jokes or
pictures. All materials can be
emailed to our office at
atlasmaritimes@gmail.com , or
sent by mail to:

Although there is still much work to do over the next four years, we can
be very proud of this first season! In any case, have fun with the maps
and take time to enjoy the fruits of your labour. Soon enough you’ll be
in a position to plan how best to complete squares and even take on
nearby orphaned squares.

Maritimes Breeding Bird Atlas
Bird Studies Canada
17 Waterfowl Lane
Sackville NB E4L 1G6
LATE BREAKING NEWS
Thanks to a generous contribution from the Nova Scotia
Museum, Atlas database-linked
summary maps can now be
viewed online!
Go to the
website
(www.mba-aom.ca),
navigate to “Data and Maps”
and hit “Bird Maps” to obtain
the Species and Effort Map
options. You can select the
map features that you want
using the pull-down menus. In
addition, quickly flip back and
forth and compare the 1st and
2nd Atlas maps using the
“Switch” button. These interim
maps will be updated regularly
during the life of the project as
data (yours!) enter the system!

Great Horned Owl Chick (Emily McKinnon photo)
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